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World’s First Square Cupcake Shop Unveils a new Gourmet Gift Treat.Foody
Dave of ATGSD

Cupcake-Squared, a very enterprising bakery in San Diego CA has just unleashed another
break-through in the fine desert arena. Apart from the bakery’s first innovation; the square
cupcake, they have unveiled a new invention aptly named, Squares. The squares bring a
brownie type feel but a flavor extravaganza that is unmatched. These gourmet squares are also
as versatile as they are delicious, capable of being shipped around the world, they make the
perfect gift for the holidays or accent to any fine meal.Foody Dave of ATGSD

San Diego, CA (PRWEB) December 06, 2011 -- Cupcake-Squared Bakes with all natural ingredients they have
come up with fabulous flavors such as:
Cranberry White Chocolate: Smooth white-chocolate squares with hints of tart cranberry
Almond Apricot: Freshly ground almond baked together with chewy apricot and topped with toasted slivered
almonds
Chocolate Coconut Macadamia Nut: Decadent chocolate, macaroon-coconut and roasted macadamia nut
squares topped, generously, with chocolate

For a sneak peak go to [http://cupcakessquared.com/squares-menu Squares
The talent and drive behind Cupcakes Squared is Robin Wisotsky. She is one of those gifted people you
stumble upon rarely in life. Daughter of an Emmy winning designer (Bill Ross) she has her father's talent for
design and her mother's skill in the kitchen. After 30 years of graphic designing, Robin has focused her talent
on reinventing the cupcake.

The Bakery (Cupcake-Squared) known in the wedding industry for its unique wedding cupcake cake tier with
cutting cake on the top layer burst into the wedding industry in April of 2008 and despite the economic crash
the bakery continues to grow and book more wedding's every year.

With a unique shape and a flavor inventory of over thirty flavors this cost effective cake replacement has hit a
note with consumers all over southern California [http://www.weddingwire.com/reviews/cupcake-squared-san-
diego/49042a1cd879f760.html

Now with squares that are shippable, the rest of the world can now enjoy the gourmet flavors of Cupcakes
Squared anywhere
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Contact Information
David Wisotsky
davew@atgsd.com
6192263485

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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